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We define a contravariant functor K from the category of finite graphs and
graph morphisms to the category of finitely generated graded abelian groups and
homomorphisms. For a graph X, an abelian group B, and a nonnegative integer j,
Ž jŽ . .an element of Hom K X , B is a coherent family of B-valued flows on the set of
Ž .all graphs obtained by contracting some j y 1 -set of edges of X ; in particular,
Ž 1Ž . . Ž . ?Ž .Hom K X , R is the familiar real ``cycle-space'' of X. We show that K X is
ny k Žtorsion-free and that its Poincare polynomial is the specialization t T 1rt,Â X
. Ž .1 q t of the Tutte polynomial of X here X has n vertices and k components .
? ?Ž .Functoriality of K induces a functorial coalgebra structure on K X ; dualizing,
Ž ?Ž . .for any ring B we obtain a functorial B-algebra structure on Hom K X , B .
When B is commutative we present this algebra as a quotient of a divided power
algebra, leading to some interesting inequalities on the coefficients of the above
Poincare polynomial. We also provide a formula for the theta function of theÂ
lattice of integer-valued flows in X, and conclude with 10 open problems. Q 1998
Academic Press
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0. INTRODUCTION
Two ideas for defining algebraic invariants of graphs have been particu-
larly successful up to now: these are the spectral and the K-theoretic
Žapproaches. The spectral theory begins by associating a usually Hermi-
.tian matrix M with a graph X, and proceeds by relating combinatorial
w xstructure in X to the spectral decomposition of M 3, 6, 10, 13 . The
K-theoretic approach is the theory of the Tutte polynomial and its many
w xinteresting specializations 3, 7, 19, 20, 23 . A third method that seems
promising but has been relatively neglected is the categorical approach.
644
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This idea is to define a functor from the category of graphs and graph
Ž .morphisms into some algebraic, geometric, topological, etc. category, and
to use these other structures to analyze the category of graphs. The most
w xnotable example of this approach so far is Walker's functorial setting 24
w xfor Lovasz's proof 14 of the Kneser conjecture; see also Bjorner's sur-Â È
w xvey 5 .
Here we define such a functor K ? into the category of finitely generated
?Ž .graded abelian groups and homomorphisms. The definition of K X is a
formalization of Kirchhoff's First Law on X and all of its images under
?Ž .repeated contractions of edges; for this reason we refer to K X as the
``Kirchhoff group'' of X. Imagine that the edges of X represent pipes, all
Žof the same cross-sectional area, which are full of water an incompressible
.fluid and connected at the vertices. A flow of water in this system is
Ž .represented by assigning a real velocity parallel to each edge; Kirchhoff's
First Law states the linear equations on these velocities, which require that
mass be conserved at each vertex. The Kirchhoff group is constructed so
that the vector space of all real-valued flows in X turns out to be
Ž 1Ž . .Hom K X , R . For any abelian group B and any nonnegative integer j,
Ž jŽ . .the elements of Hom K X , B can be interpreted as coherent families of
Ž .B-valued flows on the set of images of X after contracting each j y 1 -set
Ž . jŽ .of edges, as explained in Section 1. The number d X [ rank K X isj
thus the dimension of the vector space of such coherent families of
real-valued flows.
The Kirchhoff group turns out to be a remarkable invariant of graphs,
and its algebraic properties impose several inequalities on the numbers
Ž .d X . This is quite interesting, since, as we see in Theorem 3.1, if X is aj
graph with n vertices, m edges, and k connected components, then
1
m nykd q d t q ??? qd t s t T , 1 q t , 0.1Ž .0 1 m X ž /t
Ž .in which T x, y is the Tutte polynomial of X. To be specific about theseX
inequalities, for positive integers a and j there is a unique expression,
a a aj jy1 ia s q q ??? q ,ž /ž / ž /j j y 1 i
such that a ) a ) ??? ) a G i ) 0. The jth pseudopower of a isj jy1 i
a q 1 a q 1 a q 1j jy1 ic a [ q q ??? q ,Ž .j ž /ž / ž /j q 1 j i q 1
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Ž .and we put c 0 [ 0. In Corollary 4.6 we show that if X has l cut-edges,j
then
d s 1, d s m y n q k , and d s 1,0 1 myl
d / 0 if and only if 0 F j F m y l , 0.2Ž .j
and if 1 F j F m y l y 1, then 0 - d F c d .Ž .jq1 j j
In Corollary 4.7 we show that if Y is a maximal forest in X, and the
fundamental cycles of X with respect to Y have lengths r , . . . , r , then for1 d
each 0 F j F m y l ,
d
j 2 r iw xd F t 1 q t q t q ??? qt , 0.3Ž . Ž .Łj
is1
with the notation on the right side indicating the coefficient of t j in the
polynomial shown. In Corollary 4.9 we show that
d q j y 11d s for all 0 F j F g X , 0.4Ž . Ž .j ž /j
Ž .in which g X denotes the girth of X. In Corollary 4.11 we show that
d F d F ??? F d ,0 1 ?Žmyl .r2 @
and if 0 F j F m y l r2, then d F d . 0.5Ž . Ž .j mylyj
All of these statements are just coarse numerical consequences of the
algebraic structure of Kirchhoff groups, the description of which is the
main purpose of this paper.
In Section 1 we formalize the definitions we require from graph theory
?Ž .and define the Kirchhoff group K X . This is somewhat involved, in that
we must orient each edge of X arbitrarily to write down Kirchhoff's First
Law and then, to obtain a group that is independent of the orientation,
symmetrize the construction over all orientations. As a warm-up exercise
we show in Theorem 1.2 that if X and Y have at most one vertex in
?Ž . ?Ž . ?Ž .common, then K X j Y s K X m K Y . Theorem 1.3 is a technical
but essential fact.
In Theorem 2.1 and the following remarks we show that the Kirchhoff
group is a contravariant functor. By Proposition 2.2, every graph morphism
f : Y “ X can be factored as a composition of morphisms, each of which
has one of four very simple forms. Propositions 2.3 to 2.6 describe the
?Ž . ?Ž .structure of the group homomorphism f *: K X “ K Y in each of
these cases.
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Theorem 3.1 uses the foregoing to show that Kirchhoff groups are
Ž .torsion-free, and relates them to the Tutte polynomial as in 0.1 . Since
?Ž . Ž . ?Ž .K X is torsion-free, the ranks d X determine K X up to isomor-j
phism. However, functoriality of K ? induces a functorial coalgebra struc-
?Ž .ture on K X , and the situation becomes much more interesting.
?Ž .For any ring B, the coalgebra structure on K X induces a B-algebra
Ž ?Ž . .structure on Hom K X , B , and this is functorial. We use the notation
Ž . Ž ?Ž . .F X, B for Hom K X , B , and refer to it as the ``B-circulation algebra?
Ž .of X.'' For commutative B, Theorem 4.4 gives a spanning set for F X, B?
as a B-module; if B is also a Q-algebra, then Corollary 4.5 identifies a
Ž . Ž .subset of F X, B that generates F X, B as a B-algebra. This implies1 ?
Ž . Ž .most of 0.2 above some parts require separate arguments . The inequali-
Ž . Ž .ties 0.3 also follow, as does a sharpening of 0.2 by applying the
Clements]Lindstrom Theorem. For a commutative ring B, Theorem 4.8È
Ž .presents F X, B as a quotient of a divided power algebra, and the?
Ž .equalities 0.4 follow from the form of this presentation. Theorem 4.10
Ž .describes a situation in which there are monomorphisms F X, B “j
Ž . Ž .F X, B for 0 F j F m y l r2, which, if B is a commutative Q-my lyj
algebra, factor through all of the intermediate graded components of
Ž . Ž .F X, B . This implies the inequalities 0.5 above.?
² : Ž .There is a natural Euclidean bilinear form ? , ? on F X, R , and it is?
Ž .integer-valued when restricted to F X, Z . The theta function of the?
Ž .lattice F X, Z is the generating function for coherent families w ofj
Ž .integer-valued flows on the set of j y 1 -fold contractions of X with
² :respect to the squared norm w, w . Theorem 5.4 gives a formula for this
Ž .theta function in the simplest nontrivial case, for F X, Z .1
In Section 6 we conclude with 10 open problems of varying feasibility
and interest.
1. THE KIRCHHOFF GROUP OF A GRAPH
The Kirchhoff group of a graph is a universal test object. Informally, it is
a collection of ammeters, one for each edge of each contraction of X. The
edges of the contractions of X are identified with one another in a natural
way, so the readings on these ammeters must agree. Kirchhoff's First Law
specifies further linear equations that must be satisfied by the readings on
these ammeters if they are measuring a collection of flows in the contrac-
tions of X ; these are the relations that are built into the definition.
Ž .Let X s V, A, o, t, ? be a general finite undirected graph, by which we
Ž .mean a finite set V of ¤ertices, a finite set A of arcs directed edges , an
origin function o: A “ V, a terminus function t: A “ V, and an arc re¤ersal
function ?: A “ A, subject to the conditions that for all a g A, a / a and
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a s a and o a s t a . It follows that for all a g A, t a s o a . The set E
 4of edges of X is the set of orbits of ? acting on A. For a g A let a [ a, a
Ž .  Ž . 4be the corresponding edge. For ¤ g V let X ¤ [ a g A : t a s ¤ . An
Ž .orientation of X is a function v : E “ A such that v e g e for each
e g E; the set of all orientations of X is denoted by V. For v g V and
a g A, the sign of a relati¤e to v is
1 if v a s a,Ž .
s a [Ž .v ½ y1 if v a s a.Ž .
Ž .For e g E, the contraction of e in X is the graph X s V 9, A9, o9, t9, ?Äe
Ž .defined as follows. Choose a g e the choice does not matter . Let
Ž  Ž . Ž .4.  4 Ž .V 9 [ V _ o a , t a j e , and define p : V “ V 9 by p ¤ [ ¤ if ¤ f
 Ž . Ž .4 Ž .  4o a , t a , and p ¤ [ e otherwise. Let A9 [ A _ a, a , let o9 [
< < <p ( o and t9 [ p ( t , and let ?[ ? . Any v g V induces an orienta-ÄA9 A9 A9
Ž .tion on X by restriction ; somewhat improperly, we shall also denote thise
Ž .orientation of X by v. For distinct edges c, e g E one sees that X ise e c
Ž .naturally isomorphic with X , and it follows that for every subset s : E,c e
Žthe contracted graph X is well defined. It may be helpful to think of as
graph X as a finite CW-complex of dimension at most one, in which case
X is the quotient complex of X modulo the subcomplex Z with verticess
Ž .V and edges s ; in particular, V X is the set of connected components ofs
.this subgraph Z of X.
Ž .The set of all j-element subsets of E is denoted by P X , andj
Ž . Ž . Ž .P X [ D P X . Ordered by inclusion, P X is, of course, a Booleanj j
jŽ . lattice. For each integer j, let F X be the free abelian group with X :s
Ž .4s g P X as a basis:j
F j X [ Z X : s g P X .Ž . Ž . 4s j
?Ž . jŽ .Then F X [ [ F X is a graded, finitely generated free abelianj
group. Homomorphisms between graded groups are required to preserve
? ?Ž .the grading. For a graded abelian group M and integer r, M r denotes
? ?Ž .M with the grading shifted by r : the jth graded component of M r is the
Ž . ?j q r th graded component of M . Frequently, we define a homomor-
phism on a free module over a ring B by defining its values on a basis
only; it is to be understood that the definition is implicitly extended
ŽB-linearly to the whole module. The case B s Z is that of free abelian
.groups.
Ž .For each s g P X there is a natural inclusionj
h : F ? X yj ¤ F ? X 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃX , s s
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Ž . Ž .induced by the identifications X s X for all t g P X . If s , r gs r s jt s
Ž .P X are disjoint, then clearly,
h (h s h . 1.2Ž .Ã Ã ÃX , s X , r X , s j rs
Fix an orientation v g V. For each vertex ¤ g V define a relation
R X , ¤ [ s a XŽ . Ž .Ýv v a
Ž .agX ¤
?Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4in F X , and let R X [ R X, ¤ : ¤ g V X . These are Kirchhoff'sv v
jŽ .Laws on X. For each integer j define a subgroup of F X by
N j X [ span h R X .Ž . Ž .Ž .ÃDv Z X , s v s
Ž .sgP Xjy1
? Ž . jŽ . ?Ž .Then N X [ [ N X is a graded subgroup of F X . The Kirchhoffv vj
group of X relati¤e to v is the quotient
K ? X [ F ? X rN ? X . 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .v v
?Ž .To define a group K X that depends naturally on X, and not on any
particular orientation of X, we symmetrize the above construction using
v ?Ž . ?Ž .automorphisms c : F X “ F X for all v, « g V, defined as follows.«
Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4For each s g P X , let m v, « [ a e g s : v e / « e , and defines
vŽ . Ž .ms Žv , « .  v 4 Žc X [ y1 X . Let C [ c : v, « g V . In fact, C is an« s s «
aE .elementary abelian group of order 2 , but we do not use this fact. One
easily sees that for all v g V, c v s 1, and that for all v, « , n g V,v
« v v ? Ž . ?Ž .c (c s c . Let F X be the subgroup of [ F X consisting ofn « n V v g V
Ž . vŽ .all elements T : v g V such that T s c T for all v, « g V. Forv « « v
each v g V there is an isomorphism
k : F ? X “ F ? X 1.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ãv V
Ž . Ž vŽ . . ?Ž .defined by k T [ c T : « g V for all T g F X . These are compat-Ãv «
ible with C in the sense that for any v, « g V, k s k (c v. For anyÃ Ãv « «
Ž . Ž .v , « g V, any s g P X , and any ¤ g V X , one sees thats
vŽ Ž .. Ž .ms Žv , « . Ž .c R X , ¤ s y1 R X , ¤ . From this it follows that for any« v s « s
vŽ ? Ž .. ?Ž . ? Ž .v, « g V, c N X s N X . Therefore, the subgroup N X [« v « V
Ž ? Ž .. ? Ž .k N X of F X is independent of the choice of v g V. Finally, weÃv v V
define the Kirchhoff group of X to be the quotient
K ? X [ F ? X rN ? X .Ž . Ž . Ž .V V
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Ž .From 1.4 we obtain a family of isomorphisms,
k : K ? X “ K ? X 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž .v v
? Ž . ?for v g V that are compatible with C. If m : K X “ M is a family ofv v
homomorphisms indexed by V and compatible with C, then the homomor-
phism m [ m (ky1 is independent of the choice of v g V. By virtue ofv v
this, in any particular argument one is free to choose v g V arbitrarily,
? Ž . ?Ž .and to work with K X instead of K X , as long as one checks that thev
construction is compatible with C.
A word of explanation about what the Kirchhoff group really means is in
Ž .order. For each s g P X and e f s , think of X as representing thes j e4
edge e in X . Each X thus represents one edge in each of at differents t
Ž .contractions of X. Fixing a reference orientation v g V, the set R Xv s
is a formulation of Kirchhoff's First Law on the graph X . Thus, for anys
Ž jŽ . .integer j and abelian group B, an element of Hom K X , B is a
 Ž .4coherent family of B-valued flows on X : s g P X . Thiss jy1
Ž jŽ . .Hom K X , B is naturally an abelian group, and moreover, if B is a ring
Ž 1Ž . .then it is naturally a B-module. In particular, Hom K X , R is the vector
Ž .space of real-valued flows on X, that is, the real cycle space of X.
The following very simple lemma is a key ingredient of many proofs in
this paper. For a proposition P we define the truth ¤alue of P to be
w x w xtv P [ 1 if P is true and tv P [ 0 if P is false.
LEMMA 1.1. Let X be a graph. For any v g V and U : V,
R X , ¤ s s a X ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýv v a
¤gU Ž .agX U
Ž .  Ž . Ž . 4in which X U [ a g A: t a g U and o a f U .
Proof. For each e g E, X appears on the left side with coefficiente
w Ž Ž .. x w Ž Ž .. xtv t v e g U y tv o v e g U , from which the result follows.
For any graph X, the assignment X ‹ 1 defines a natural isomorphismB
0Ž .F X s Z. Since X is fixed by every element of C, its image u gB X
0Ž . 0Ž .K X is well defined. This gives a natural isomorphism K X s Z by
sending u to 1. If X and Y are graphs with disjoint edge sets, then theX
?Ž . ?Ž . ?Ž . Ž . Žbilinear map F X = F Y “ F X j Y defined by X , Y ‹ X js t
. Ž . Ž .Y for all s g P X and t g P Y induces a natural isomorphisms jt
?Ž . ?Ž . ?Ž . ŽF X m F Y s F X j Y . Tensor products are over Z unless other-
.wise noted.
THEOREM 1.2. Let X and Y be graphs with disjoint edge sets, and with at
?Ž . ?Ž . ?Ž .most one ¤ertex in common. Then K X j Y s K X m K Y .
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Ž . Ž .Proof. Fix reference orientations v g V X and g g V Y ; these de-
Ž . Ž . Žtermine an orientation n g V X j Y . Consider a relation R X , ¤ sov s
Ž . Ž .. Ž .s g P X and ¤ g V X for which ¤ is not the image in V X of anys s
Ž . Ž .vertex in V Y , and let t g P Y . Then
R X , ¤ m Y s s a X j YŽ . Ž . Ž .  4Ý sj a jtv s t v
Ž .agX ¤s
s s a X j YŽ . Ž .  4Ý sjtj av
Ž . Ž .ag XjY ¤s jt
s R X j Y , ¤ ,Ž .Ž .sjtn
?Ž . Ž .which is in N X j Y . But there is at most one vertex v g V X that isn s
Ž . Ž .the image of some vertex of V Y . By Lemma 1.1, Ý R X , ¤ s 0,¤ g V Ž X . v ss
Ž . ?Ž .and so if such a w exists, then R X , w m Y is also in N X j Y . Byv s t n
? Ž . ?Ž .the symmetry exchanging X and Y, we conclude that N X m F Y qv
?Ž . ?Ž . ?Ž .F X m N Y : N X j Y , and so we have an epimorphism,g n
f : K ? X m K ? Y “ K ? X j Y .Ž . Ž . Ž .v g n
Ž . Ž .Now consider any r g P X j Y , and let s [ r l E X and t [ r l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .E Y . For ¤ a vertex of X j Y that is not in V X l V Y , we mayr s t
Ž . Ž . ŽŽassume that ¤ g V X , by symmetry. Then R X , ¤ m Y s R X js v s t n
. . Ž . Ž .Y , ¤ . But there is at most one vertex w in V X l V Y , and byr s t
ŽŽ . . ?ŽLemma 1.1, Ý R X j Y , ¤ s 0. This shows that N X jw g V ŽŽ X j Y . . n r nr
. ? Ž . ?Ž . ?Ž . ?Ž .Y : N X m F Y q F X m N Y , and so f is an isomorphism. Tov g
complete the proof one must check that the construction of f is compati-
Ž . Ž . ? Ž .ble with C X and C Y and the isomorphisms k : K X j Y “n n
?Ž .K X j Y , but this is straightforward.
ŽŽ . .Now fix an v g V, and consider one of the relations R X , ¤ ofv s t
? Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . .N X , so t g P X and ¤ g V X . Notice thatv s s s t
h R X , ¤ s s a X s R X , ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã Ž .Ž . ÝX , s v s v s jt j a4 v s jtt
Ž . Ž .ag X ¤s t
Ž . Ž ? Ž .Ž ..From this it follows that for all v g V and s g P X , h N X yjÃj X , s v s
? Ž . Ž .: N X , and so 1.1 induces a family of homomorphisms,v
h v : K ? X yj “ K ? X , 1.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X , s v s v
which are compatible with C and the maps k . Hence, these induce av
natural homomorphism,
h : K ? X yj “ K ? X .Ž . Ž . Ž .X , s s
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Theorem 1.3 has important consequences for the structure of Kirchhoff
groups and circulation algebras, as we see in Sections 3 and 4.
Ž .THEOREM 1.3. Let X be a graph and let s g P X .j
Ž .a If s contains a cut-edge of X, then h s 0.X , s
Ž .b If s does not contain any cut-edges of X, then there is a homomor-
?Ž . ?Ž .Ž .phism p : K X “ K X yj such that p (h s 1. In particular, hs X , s X , s
is injecti¤e.
?Ž .Ž .Proof. Fix an orientation v g V. Identify F X yj with its images
Ž . Ž .under h . From 1.1 , 1.6 , and the kernel]cokernel exact sequenceÃX , s
Ž w x.see, e.g., Lemma II.5.2 of Mac Lane 15 , we see that
N ? X F ? XŽ . Ž .fvv v60“ker h “ “coker h “0Ž . Ž .X , s X , s? ?N X yj F X yjŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .v s s
? Ž . ?Ž .is exact, and f is induced by the inclusion N X ¤ F X . Hence,v
N ? X l F ? X yjŽ . Ž . Ž .v svker h , ker f s . 1.7Ž . Ž .Ž .X , s ?N X yjŽ . Ž .v s
Ž .  4For part a , assume that e g s is a cut-edge of X, and let r [ s _ e .
Ž .Then e is a cut-edge of X for every e f t g P X . To prove thatt
v ?Ž .Ž . ? Ž .h s 0, it suffices to show that F X yj : N X . Consider anyX , s s v
Ž . ?Ž .Ž .t g P X , and the corresponding element X of F X yj . Now es s jt s
is a cut-edge of X . Let U be the set of vertices of X in the samer jt r jt
 4 Ž Ž ..connected component of X _ e as t v e . By Lemma 1.1 we haver jt
Ž . ? Ž . ?Ž .Ž .S R X , ¤ s X g N X . Since F X yj is generated by¤ gU v r jt s jt v s
elements of this form, h v s 0. The isomorphism k shows that h s 0.X , s v X , s
Ž . Ž .It suffices to prove part b in the special case j s 1, because of 1.2 .
 4Accordingly, s s e , and e is not a cut-edge of X. Let C : X be a cycle
Ž .in X that contains e, and let z [ E C . We may choose v g V so that for
Ž . Ž Ž ..each ¤ g V C there is exactly one c g z such that ¤ s t v c . Define
?Ž . ?Ž .Ž .p : F X “ F X y1 byÃ e
X if e g t ,t
p X [Ž .Ã r ½ Ý X if e f t ,cgt l z t j e4_c4
Ž . ?Ž . ?Ž .Ž .for all t g P X . It is clear that p : F X “ F X y1 and thatÃ e
Ž ? Ž ..p (h s 1. To finish the proof it remains to show that p N X :Ã Ã ÃX , e v
? Ž .Ž . ? Ž .N X y1 , since then there is an induced homomorphism p : K X ‹v e v v
? Ž .Ž .K X y1 . Having done this, it is straightforward to check compatibilityv e
with C to obtain p as claimed.
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Ž . ? Ž . Ž . Ž .Consider a relation R X , ¤ in N X , so t g P X and ¤ g V X .v t v t
Ž Ž .. Ž .If e g t , then p R X , ¤ s R X , ¤ , as is clear. If e f t , thenÃ v t v r
p R X , ¤ s tv t e s ¤ y tv o e s ¤ XŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ã v t t j e4
q s a XŽ .Ý Ýv t j a4j e4_c4
Ž . Ž  4.agX ¤ _e cg tj a lzt
s s a XŽ .Ý Ý v t j e4j a4_c4
cgtlz Ž .agX ¤t
q s a X .Ž .Ý v t j e4
Ž .agX ¤ : agzt
ŽThe second sum is zero, since either it is empty if ¤ is not a vertex of the
.image of C in X or it has an even number of terms, and these cancel int
pairs because the orientation v is directed consistently around C. For
Ž .c g t l z , let U c denote the set of vertices of X that aret j e4_c4
Ž .contracted to the image of ¤ in X ; this U c has either one or twot _e4
elements. By Lemma 1.1,
s a X s R X , u ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýv t j e4j a4_c4 v t j e4_c4
Ž . Ž .agX ¤ ugU ct
?Ž Ž .. Ž .and we conclude that p R X , ¤ g N X , as required.Ã v t v
Ž .Notice that the homomorphism p constructed in part b is not natural,
as it depends on arbitrary choices of cycles in X.
2. FUNCTORIAL PROPERTIES OF KIRCHHOFF GROUPS
Ž . Ž .A graph morphism f : Y “ X is a pair of functions f : V Y “ V XV
Ž . Ž .and f : A Y “ A X , which are compatible with the functions o, t, ?A
Ž .defining Y and X. These induce a corresponding function f : E Y “E
Ž .E X as well. We construct, for each graph morphism f : Y “ X, an
?Ž . ?Ž . ?induced homomorphism f *: K X “ K Y , in such a way that K
becomes a contravariant functor from the category of finite graphs and
graph morphisms to the category of finitely generated graded abelian
groups and homomorphisms. Then we investigate the relationship between
structural properties of f and algebraic properties of f *.
Ž . Ž .For s g P X , the set T s of f-trans¤ersals of s is the set of allf
Ž .t g P Y such that for each e g s there is exactly one c g t for which
Ž . Ž .f c s e, and for each e f s there is no c g t for which f c s e. InE E
Ž .  y1Ž . 4other words, T s may be naturally identified with Ł f e : e g s .f E
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> ?Ž . ?Ž .Define f : F X “ F Y by
f > X [ Y 2.1Ž . Ž .Ýs t
Ž .tgT sf
Ž . Ž .for each s g P X . Given any v g V X , the pullback of v along f is the
Ž .unique g g V Y making the following diagram commute:
fE 6
E Y E XŽ . Ž .
6
g v
6 fA 6
A XA Y Ž .Ž .
Ž .THEOREM 2.1. Let f : Y “ X be a graph morphism. Fix v g V X and
>Ž ? Ž .. ?Ž .let g be the pullback of v along f. Then f N X is a subgroup of N Y .v g
Ž . ? Ž . Ž .Proof. Consider one of the relations R X , ¤ of N X , so s g P Xv s v
Ž . Ž .and ¤ g V X . Let U9 : V X be the set of vertices of X that ares
y1Ž . Ž .contracted to ¤ in X , and let U [ f U9 : V Y be the preimage of U9s V
Ž . Ž . Ž .in Y. For each r g T s let U r : V Y be the set of vertices of Y tof r r
y1Ž .which some vertex in U is contracted. Let z [ f s be the set of edgesE
Ž .of Y mapped to some edge of s . Notice that if r g T s , then r : z .f
Now
f > R X , ¤ s s a YŽ . Ž .Ž . Ý Ýv s v t
Ž . Ž  4.agX ¤ tgT sj as f
s s a Y .Ž .Ý Ý Ýv r j c4
y1Ž . Ž .rgT s agX ¤ Ž .cgf af s E
Ž . Ž .As a subset of A X , X ¤ is the set of arcs a such that a f s ands
Ž . y1Ž Ž .. Ž .t a g U9. Thus, f X ¤ is the set of arcs a g A Y such that a f zA s
Ž . Ž . Ž .and t a g U. Fix any r g T s , and let A r denote the image off
y1Ž Ž ..f X ¤ in Y . We haveA s r
s a Y s s a Y .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýv r j c4 g r j a4
y1Ž . Ž .agX ¤ Ž . agA rcgf as E
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .But A r is the set of arcs a g A Y such that a f z and t a g U r . Ifr
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a g z , then both t a g U r and t a g U r . Since s a s ys a , theg g
inclusion of such arcs in the summation will cancel to zero. Thus, with
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .Y U r denoting the set of arcs a g A Y such that t a g U r andr r
Ž . Ž .o a f U r ,
s a Y s s a YŽ . Ž .Ý Ýg r j a4 g r j a4
Ž . Ž Ž ..agA r agY U rr
s R Y , u ,Ž .Ý g r
Ž .ugU r
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by Lemma 1.1. Putting the pieces together, we have
f > R X , ¤ s R Y , u ,Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýv s g r
Ž . Ž .rgT s ugU rf
> ? ?Ž . Ž .showing that f takes an arbitrary generator of N X into N Y .v g
Ž .For a graph morphism f : Y “ X and orientation v g V X , let g g
Ž .V Y be the pullback of v along f. By Theorem 2.1 there is a homomor-
phism,
f v : K ? X “ K ? Y ,Ž . Ž .v g
vŽ ? Ž .. >Ž . ?Ž .which is well defined by putting f T q N X [ f T q N Y for allv g
?Ž . Ž .T g F X . These are compatible with C X and the maps k for g gg
Ž .V Y , and thus they define a homomorphism,
f *: K ? X “ K ? Y .Ž . Ž .
If g : Z “ Y is another graph morphism, then it is clear from the
Ž . > > > Ž .construction that f ( g s g ( f , and it follows that f ( g * s g*( f *.
This establishes that K ? is a contravariant functor, as claimed.
PROPOSITION 2.2. E¤ery graph morphism f : Y “ X can be factored as
g h i
Y “ Z “ W “ X ,
such that g is surjecti¤e and g is bijecti¤e; h is bijecti¤e and h isV A V A
surjecti¤e; and i and i are both injecti¤e.V A
Ž .Proof. Let W be the image f Y of Y in X, and let i: W “ X be the
inclusion of W as a subgraph of X. There is a graph morphism p: Y “ W
such that f s i( p, and both p and p are surjective. Let Z be the graphV A
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .defined by V Z [ V W , A Z [ A Y , o [ p ( o , t [ p ( t ,Z V Y Z V Y
and with the same arc reversal as Y. The morphism g is defined by
g [ p and g [ id . The morphism h is defined by h [ id andV V A AŽY . V V ŽW .
h [ p .A A
ŽIn fact, this factorization is unique up to isomorphism, but we make no
.use of this fact.
An elementary injection is an injective function f : U “ W between finite
sets such that aW s 1 q aU. An elementary surjection is a surjective
function f : U “ W between finite sets such that aU s 1 q aW. Let f :
Y “ X be a graph morphism, factored f s i( h( g as in Proposition 2.2.
We may further factor g into a sequence of morphisms g 9 for each of
which gX is an elementary surjection and gX is bijective. We may alsoV A
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factor h into a sequence of morphisms h9, for each of which hX is bijectiveV
and hX is an elementary surjection. Finally, we may factor i into aE
sequence of morphisms i9, for each of which exactly one of iX and iX is anV E
elementary injection, and the other is a bijection. By functoriality of K ?, it
Ž .suffices in principle to describe f * for graph morphisms f having one of
these special forms.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let i: Y “ X be a graph morphism such that i is anV
elementary injection and i is bijecti¤e. Then i* is an isomorphism.A
vProof. The graph X is the disjoint union of Y and a graph with one
? ? ?
v
?Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .vertex and no edges. By Theorem 1.2, K X s K Y m K s K Y m
?Ž .Z s K Y . This isomorphism is induced by i , so it is i*.E
Proposition 2.4 is an algebraic analogue of the deletionrcontraction
algorithm of graph theory, and is a key component of several inductive
proofs in what follows. In the following propositions it is convenient to use
the = > ? Ž .l03notation f for the restriction of f to N X .v
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let i: Y “ X be a graph morphism such that i isV
bijecti¤e and i is an elementary injection. Let e be the unique edge of X notE
Ž Ž ..in i E Y . ThenE
hX , e i*? ? ?6 6K X y1 K X K Y “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e
is exact.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Identify V X and V Y via i , and consider E Y as a subsetV
Ž . Ž . >Ž . >Ž .of E X via i . For all s g P X , i X [ Y if e f s , and i X [ 0E s s s> ?Ž . ?Ž . Ž >. if e g s . Hence i : F X “ F Y is surjective, and ker i s span X :Z s
Ž .4 ?Ž .Ž . Ž .e g s g P X s F X y1 . Fix an v g V X , and denote by g itse
Ž . ?Ž . Ž .pullback along i. Consider a generator R Y , ¤ of N Y ; so s g P Yg s g
Ž .and ¤ g V Y . Thens
i > R X , ¤ s s a i > XŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýv s v s j a4
Ž .agX ¤s
s s a Y s R Y , ¤ ,Ž . Ž .Ý g s j a4 g s
Ž .agY ¤s
= ? Ž . ?Ž .which shows that i : N X “ N Y is surjective. From the kernel]v g
v ? Ž . ? Ž .cokernel exact sequence, we see that i : K X “ K Y is surjective andv g
0 “ N ? X l F ? X y1 “ F ? X y1 “ ker iv “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .v e e
Ž . ?Ž .Ž . ? Ž .is exact. If e is a cut-edge then, as in Theorem 1.3 a , F X y1 : N X ,e v
Ž v. v Ž .so ker i s 0; since h s 0 from Theorem 1.3 a , this shows thatX , e
h v vX , e i? ? ?6 6K X y1 K X K K “ 0 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .v e v g
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Ž .is exact in this case. If e is not a cut-edge, then from Theorem 1.3 b ,
Ž v . Ž . ? Ž . ?Ž .Ž .ker h s 0, and so from 1.7 we find that N X l F X y1 sX , e v e
? Ž .Ž . v Ž .N X y1 . Injectivity of h implies that 2.2 is exact in this case asv e X , e
Ž .well. The result follows, since everything is compatible with C X and the
Ž .maps k for g g V Y .g
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let h: Y “ X be a graph morphism such that h isV
bijecti¤e and h is an elementary surjection. Let e be the unique edge of XE
y1Ž .such that ah e s 2. ThenE
h*? ? ? ?60 “ K X K Y “ K X y1 [ K X y2 “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e e
is exact.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Identify V X and V Y via h , and consider E X to be aV
Ž .subset of E Y by identifying each edge of X with one member of its
preimage under h . Let c be the unique edge of Y not in X, and forE
Ž .  4  4 Ž . >Ž .s g P X with e g s , let s 9 [ s j c _ e . For all s g P X , h Xs>Ž . >[ Y if e f s , and h X [ Y q Y if e g s . Hence h is injectives s s s 9
and
Z Y , Y : e g s g P X 4Ž .s s 9>  4coker h s [ Z Y : c, e : r g P YŽ . 4Ž . r
Z Y q Y : e g s g P X 4Ž .s s 9
, F ? X y1 [ F ? X y2 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e e
Ž .Fix an v g V X , and denote by g its pullback along h. Our next task is
= ? Ž . ?Ž . Ž .to determine the cokernel of h : N X “ N Y . Consider any s g P Xv g
Ž . =Ž Ž ..and ¤ g V X ; there are two cases. If e f s , then h R X , ¤ ss v s
Ž . =Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . ŽR Y , ¤ . If e g s , then h R X , ¤ s R Y , ¤ q R Y , ¤ . In eachg s v s g s g s 9
case, the details of the calculation differ slightly, depending on whether ¤
.is incident with c in Y . Therefore,s
 4span R Y , ¤ : s g P Y and e, c l s / BŽ . Ž . 4Z g s=coker h sŽ .
span R Y , ¤ q R Y , ¤ : e g s g P Y and c f sŽ . Ž . Ž . 4Z g s g s 9
, N ? X y1 [ N ? X y2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .v e v e
Ž >.is an isomorphism compatible with the one above for coker h . From the
kernel]cokernel exact sequence, we see that
f >v = v0 “ ker h “ coker h “ coker h “ coker h “ 0Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
is exact. One checks that f is injective, and it follows that
hv? ? ? ?60 “ K X K Y “ K X y1 [ K X y2 “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .v g v e v e
is exact. The result follows for the usual reasons of compatibility.
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PROPOSITION 2.6. Let g : Y “ X be a graph morphism such that g is anV
elementary surjection and g is bijecti¤e. Let ¤ be the unique ¤ertex of X suchA
y1Ž . y1Ž .  4that ag ¤ s 2, and let g ¤ s u, w . ThenV V
g*
? ?60 “ ker g* “ K X K Y “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . ?Ž .  Ž . Ž .4 Ž .is exact, in which ker g* , J g [ span R Y , u : s g Q g and Q gZ g s
Ž .is the set of all s g P Y such that the images of u and w in Y do nots
coincide.
Ž .  4 Ž .  4 Ž .Proof. Identify V X _ ¤ with V Y _ u, w via g . Identifying E XV
Ž . > ?Ž . ?Ž .with E Y via g , we see that g : F X “ F Y is the isomorphismE>Ž . Ž . Ž .defined by g X [ Y for all s g P X . Fix an v g V X and let g bes s = ? Ž . ?Ž .the pullback of v along g. To describe the cokernel of g : N X “ N Y ,v g
Ž . Ž .consider any s g P X and x g V X . If x is not the image of ¤ ins
Ž . =Ž Ž .. Ž .V X , then g R X , x s R Y , x . If x is the image of ¤ in X ands v s g s s=Ž Ž .. Ž .the images of u and w in s coincide, then g R X , x s R Y , u . Inv s g s=Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .the remaining case, g R X , x s R Y , u q R Y , w . Therefore,v s g s g s
span R Y , u , R Y , w : s g Q gŽ . Ž . Ž . 4Z g s g s= ?coker g s , J g .Ž .ž / span R Y , u q R Y , w : s g Q gŽ . Ž . Ž . 4Z g s g s
From the kernel]cokernel exact sequence, we deduce that
g v
v ? ?60 “ ker g “ K X K Y “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž .v g
Ž v. Ž =.is exact, in which ker g , coker g . The proof is completed by compati-
bility of the maps, as usual.
3. STRUCTURE OF KIRCHHOFF GROUPS
Ž . jŽ .For a graph X and nonnegative integer j, let d X [ rank K X , andj
collect these numbers as the coefficients of the Poincare polynomial of X :Â
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . m Ž .D t [ d X q d X t q ??? qd X t . We see in Theorem 3.1 a thatX 0 1 m
Kirchhoff groups are torsion-free, and so the Poincare polynomial of XÂ
?Ž .completely determines the structure of K X as a graded abelian group.
However, the functoriality of Kirchhoff groups induces a coalgebra struc-
?Ž .ture on K X , which allows for the definition of more subtle algebraic
invariants of graphs.
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a graph.
Ž . ?Ž .a The Kirchhoff group K X is torsion-free.
Ž .b Let i: Y “ X be as in Proposition 2.4, and such that e is not a
cut-edge. Then
D t s D t q tD t .Ž . Ž . Ž .X Y X e
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Ž .c Let h: Y “ X be as in Proposition 2.5. Then
D t s D t q t q t 2 D t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y X X e
Ž . Ž .d If T x, y denotes the Tutte polynomial of X, thenX
1
nykD t s t T , 1 q t ,Ž .X X ž /t
in which X has n ¤ertices and k connected components.
Ž . ?Ž .Proof. For part a , we show that K X is torsion-free by induction on
?Ž .aE. For the basis, notice that K X s Z for every graph X with no
v vedges. For a connected graph } with two vertices and one cut-edge,
?
v v
?
v vŽ . Ž . Ž .Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 1.3 a imply that K } s K s Z.
ŽTheorem 1.2 now implies that if every edge of X is a cut-edge i.e., X is a
. ?Ž .forest , then K X s Z. For the induction step we may assume that
Ž .e g E is not a cut-edge. Theorem 1.3 b and Proposition 2.4 show that
hX , e? ? ?6  40 “ K X y1 K X “ K X _ e “ 0 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .e
Ž .is exact. The homomorphism p from Theorem 1.3 b shows that this
?Ž . ?Ž .Ž . ?Ž  4.sequence is split, so that K X , K X y1 [ K X _ e . By induc-e
?Ž .Ž . ?Ž  4. ?Ž .tion, both K X y1 and K X _ e are torsion-free, and so K X ise
torsion-free.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Parts b and c follow directly from 3.1 and Proposition 2.5, respec-
tively.
Ž . Ž . Ž .For part d , first notice that D t s 1 q t and D t s 1. The
v0 v}v
Ä kynŽ . Ž .function D t [ t D t has the property that if e g E is neither aX X
loop nor a cut-edge, then
Ä Ä ÄD t s D t q D t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .X X _e4 X e
Ž . Ž .as follows from part b . Since T x, y is the universal Tutte]GrothendieckX
Ž w xinvariant of the category of graphs see Tutte 19 or Theorem 6.2.2 of
Ä Ä Äw x. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Brylawski and Oxley 7 , it follows that D t s T D t , D t . The
vX X v}v 0
result now follows easily.
COROLLARY 3.2. If X and Y are graphs with isomorphic graphic matroids,
?Ž . ?Ž . Ž .then K X and K Y are isomorphic but not naturally so .
First proof. If X and Y have isomorphic graphic matroids, then
Ž . Ž . ŽT x, y s T x, y since the Tutte polynomial is really a matroid invari-X Y
w x.ant; see 7 . If L and M are finitely generated torsion-free abelian groups
of the same rank, then L , M.
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w x ŽSketch of second proof. Whitney 26 see also Theorem 6.3.1 of Oxley
w x.16 proves that two graphs have isomorphic graphic matroids if and only
Ž .if they are ``2-isomorphic'' see the above references for the definition . If
X 9 is obtained from X by splitting at a cut-vertex or by merging two
?Ž .components to produce a cut-vertex, then Theorem 1.2 shows that K X 9
?Ž .s K X . If X 9 is obtained from X by twisting one component relative to
Ž . Ž .a 2-vertex cut, then fix an v g V X and let g g V X 9 be obtained from
v by changing the orientation on all edges of the twisted component. It is
?Ž . ? Ž . ? Ž . ? Ž .not difficult to verify that N X 9 s N X , and so K X s K Y .g v v g
Ž . Ž . ?Ž .These equalities are compatible with C X and C X 9 , and so K X 9 s
?Ž .K X . Now X and Y are 2-isomorphic if and only if there is a graph X 0,
obtained from X by a finite sequence of operations X ‹ X 9 as above,
?Ž . ?Ž .such that X 0 , Y. The above remarks show that K X 0 , K X , but
the isomorphism may depend nontrivially on a choice of a sequence of
operations X ‹ X 9 and thus is not natural. Finally, an isomorphism f :
?Ž . ?Ž .Y “ X 0 induces an isomorphism f *: K X 0 “ K Y ; since this depends
upon a choice for f , it is also not natural.
Ž .For a graph X s V, A, o, t, ? and a positive integer r, define a graph
Ž r . Ž .  4X [ V 9, a9, o9, t9, ? as follows: it has vertices V 9 [ V = 1, 2, . . . , r ,
 4 Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .arcs A9 [ A = 1, 2, . . . , r , origin o9 a, i [ o a , i , terminus t9 a, i [
Ž Ž . . Ž .t a , i , and reversal a, i [ a, i . This is a disjoint union of r copies ofŽ .
X, and is equipped with a natural graph morphism p : X Ž r . “ X definedŽ r .
?Ž Ž2.. ?Ž .by projection onto the first coordinate. By Theorem 1.2, K X s K X
?Ž . ? Um K X . By functoriality of K , there is a natural homomorphism D [ p ,Ž2.
D : K ? X “ K ? X m K ? X . 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
The automorphism of X Ž2. which exchanges the indices in the second
coordinate shows that D is cocommutative. The two natural factorizations
of p through p show that D is coassociative. With the projectionŽ3. Ž2.
?Ž . 0Ž . ?Ž .K X “ K X s Z for counit, this gives K X the structure of a
coalgebra over Z.
?Ž .PROPOSITION 3.3. Let f : Y “ X be a graph morphism. Then f *: K X
?Ž .“ K Y is a coalgebra homomorphism.
Proof. Define f Ž2.: Y Ž2. “ X Ž2. by f Ž2. [ f = id and f Ž2. [ f =V V 1, 24 A A
id . The diagram of graph morphisms1, 24
f Ž2.
Ž2. Ž2.6Y X
6
pp Ž2.Ž2.
6 f 6
XY
? Ž Ž2..commutes. Functoriality of K now implies the result, since f * s
f * m f *.
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We remark that the abelian group isomorphisms constructed in the
second proof of Corollary 3.2 are in fact coalgebra isomorphisms.
4. CIRCULATION ALGEBRAS OF GRAPHS
?Ž .Next, we dualize the coalgebra structure on K X to obtain functorial
Ž ?Ž . .algebra structures on Hom K X , B for any ring B, give an explicit
description of these algebras when B is commutative, and use this to
Ž .derive the results on the ranks d X presented in the Introduction.j
Ž . Ž ?Ž . Ž ..For a ring B with unit 1, let F X, B [ Hom K X , B, q . The ring?
structure of B is a map B m B “ B, which induces a natural homomor-
phism,
; ? ?F X , B m F X , B “ Hom K X m K X , B m BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .? ?
“ Hom K ? X m K ? X , B .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .The first map is an isomorphism. This factors through F X, B m? B
Ž .F X, B , giving?
F X , B m F X , B “ Hom K ? X m K ? X , B .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .? B ?
Ž .Dualizing 3.2 , we obtain
Hom K ? X m K ? X , B “ F X , B .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
The composition of these gives a natural homomorphism,
F X , B m F X , B “ F X , B ,Ž . Ž . Ž .? B ? ?
Ž .and this defines a B-algebra structure on F X, B . Since D is cocommuta-?
Ž .tive, F X, B is commutative if and only if B is commutative. From the?
functoriality of Hom and K ? and Proposition 3.3, it follows that F is a?
functor that is covariant in both of its arguments. In particular, a graph
Ž .morphism f : Y “ X induces a B-algebra homomorphism f#: F Y, B “?
Ž .F X, B .?
Ž .The B-circulation algebra of a graph X is F X, B ; it is a graded?
B-algebra that is a finitely generated B-module. As mentioned above, for
Ž .any w g F X, B , the jth graded component of w is a coherent family of?
 Ž .4 Ž .B-valued flows on X : s g P X . An element of F X, B will bes jy1 ?
called a B-circulation on X ; the B-flows in X are precisely the B-circula-
Ž .tions on X that are in F X, B . Each B-circulation on X is a homomor-1
? Ž . Ž . ? Ž . Ž .phism w : F X “ B, q that annihilates N X . Thus F X, B isV V ?
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Ž ? Ž . .naturally a B-submodule of Hom F X , B . Fix an v g V. For eachV
Ž .w g F X, B , the composition?
k wv? ? ? ?6 6F X “ F X rN X K X BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .v
Ž ?Ž . .is an element of Hom F X , B . This defines a monomorphism
l : F X , B “ Hom F ? X , B ,Ž . Ž .Ž .v ?
Ž . Ž ?Ž . .which identifies F X, B with the submodule of Hom F X , B annihilat-?
? Ž .ing N X ; it will be convenient to refer to this identification as coordina-v
Ž . Ž ?Ž . . tization of F X, B by v. The basis of Hom F X , B dual to X :? s
Ž .4  Ž .4s g P X will be denoted by j : s g P X .s
Ã ?Ž .There is a comultiplication D defined on F X by
ÃD X [ X m XŽ . Ýs t s _t
t:s
Ž . Ž ?Ž . .for each s g P X . Dualizing gives a multiplication on Hom F X , B :
Ž ?Ž . . Ž .for any w, u g Hom F X , B and any s g P X ,
w ? u X s w X u X . 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýs t s _t
t:s
A graph morphism f : Y “ X induces a B-algebra homomorphism f :>
Ž ?Ž . . Ž ?Ž . . Ž . >Hom F Y , B “ Hom F X , B by f w [ w ( f , and this is functo->
Ž ?Ž . .rial. Restriction of the multiplication on Hom F X , B to the annihilator
? Ž . Ž .of N X coincides with the multiplication on F X, B via the map l .v ? v
Ž ?Ž . . Ž qŽ . .The positi¤e ideal of Hom F X , B is Hom F X , B s
Ž jŽ . . Ž .[ Hom F X , B , and for circulation algebras, F X , B [qj) 0
Ž . Ž qŽ . .[ F X, B . For each w g Hom F X , B there is a nonnegativejj) 0
r Ž .integer r such that w s 0; the nilpotence np w of such a w is the greatest
n Ž ?Ž . .integer n such that w / 0. For w g Hom F X , B , define the support of
Ž .  Ž . Ž . 4 Ž .w to be supp w [ s g P X : w X / 0 . For v, « g V, w g F X, B ,s ?
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ms Ž« , v . Ž .Ž .and s g P X , notice that l w X s y1 l w X ; that is,« s v s
Ž . Ž . « Ž Ž ..l w s l w (c . Thus, the set supp l w does not depend on the« v v v
choice of v g V, so each B-circulation on X also has a well-defined
support.
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LEMMA 4.1. Let X be a graph, let B be a commutati¤e ring, and let
Ž qŽ . .w g Hom F X , B .
Ž . Ž .a For e¤ery s g P X and nonnegati¤e integer r,
s r
rw X s r ! w X ,Ž . Ž .Ý Łs t i
is1 4t , . . . , t1 r
in which the sum is o¤er all partitions of the set s into exactly r pairwise
disjoint nonempty blocks.
Ž . Ž 1Ž . . Ž . Ž .b If w g Hom F X , B , then np w F asupp w .
Ž . Ž 1Ž . . Ž .c If w g Hom F X , B and B is an integral domain with char B
Ž . Ž .s 0, then np w s asupp w .
Ž . Ž 1Ž . . Ž .d If w g Hom F X , B and B is an integral domain with char B
Ž .  Ž .4s p ) 0, then np w s min p y 1, asupp w .
Ž .Proof. From 4.1 we obtain
s
rw X s w X w X ??? w X ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýs t t t1 2 r
Ž .t , . . . , t1 r
in which the sum is over all ordered partitions of the set s into exactly r
pairwise disjoint sets. If any of the t s B, then the corresponding term isi
Ž .zero, since w X s 0. Since B is commutative, the r! terms correspond-B
ing to the same unordered partition all have the same value, proving part
Ž .a .
Ž 1Ž . . Ž . Ž .If w g Hom F X , B , then w X s 0 unless t g P X . It followst 1
Ž .that for all s g P X ,j
w r X s r !d w X ,Ž . Ž .Łs jr e
egs
Ž .in which d is the Kronecker delta function. If j ) asupp w , then everyjr
Ž . Ž . js g P X contains some e f supp w , and it follows that w s 0. Thisj
Ž . Ž .  4proves b . If B is an integral domain and supp w s e , . . . , e , then for1 r
jŽ . Ž .all 0 F j F r, w X / 0 if and only if j!/ 0 in B. Since char B ise , . . . , e 41 j
Ž . Ž .either zero or prime, parts c and d follow.
When B is commutative, the exponential function
exp : Hom Fq X , B “ Hom F ? X , BŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
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Ž qŽ . .is defined for each w g Hom F X , B by putting
‘ s r
exp w X [ w X 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Łs t i
is1rs0  4t , . . . , t1 r
Ž . Ž .for all s g P X , with notation as in Lemma 4.1 a . If B is a Q-algebra,
Ž . ‘ rthen one may also use the formal power series exp w s Ý w rr!rs0
Ž . Ž 1Ž . .because of Lemma 4.1 a . For w g Hom F X , B we use the notation
exp w s w ²0: q w ²1: q w ²2: q ??? qw ² j: q ???Ž .
² j: Ž . ²0:in which w is the jth graded component of exp w , so w s 1 and
w ²1: s w.
LEMMA 4.2. Let X be a graph and let B be a commutati¤e ring.
Ž . Ž qŽ . . Ž . Ž .a For w, u g Hom F X , B , we ha¤e exp w q u s exp w ?
Ž .exp u .
Ž .b If f : Y “ X is a graph morphism, then exp( f s f (exp.> >
Ž . Ž Ž Ž ... Ž Ž ..c For any v g V, we ha¤e exp l F X, B : l F X, B .v q v ?
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Part a is a straightforward calculation from 4.1 and 4.2 . For
Ž . Ž ?Ž . . Ž .b , let w g Hom F Y , B and s g P X , and calculate that
exp f w X s exp w ( f > XŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /> s s
‘ s r
s w YŽ .Ý Ý Ł Ý r i
is1rs0  4 Ž .t , . . . , t r gT t1 r i f i
r‘ r
s w YŽ .Ý Ý Ý Ł t i
is1Ž . rs0  4rgT s t , . . . , tf 1 r
s exp w YŽ . Ž .Ý r
Ž .rgT sf
s exp w f > X s f exp w X .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /s > s
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Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .For part c let w g l F X, B , consider a relation R X , ¤ inv q v s
? Ž .N X , and calculate thatv
exp w R X , ¤Ž . Ž .Ž .v s
s exp w s a XŽ . Ž .Ý v s j a4ž /
Ž .agX ¤s
 4sj a‘ r
s s a w XŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Łv t i
is1Ž . rs0  4agX ¤ t , . . . , ts 1 r
‘ s r
s w X s a w XŽ .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ł Ýt v t j a4ž /i h
i/hrs0  4 hs1 Ž .t , . . . , t agX ¤1 r s
r
q w X s a w XŽ . Ž .Ž .Ł Ýt w aiž /is1 Ž .agX ¤s
‘ s r
s w X w R X , uŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ł Ýt v tž /i hž /
i/hrs0  4 hs1 Ž .t , . . . , t ugU h1 r
r
q w X w R X , u s 0.Ž .Ž .Ł Ýt vž /iž /is1 ugU
 4 Ž .In the last expression, for each partition t , . . . , t of s , U h denotes the1 r
Žset of vertices of X that are contracted to the vertex ¤ of X for eacht sh
.1 F h F r , and U denotes the set of vertices of X that are contracted to
Ž .the vertex ¤ of X . The penultimate equality follows from Lemma 1.1.s
Ž .This proves part c .
For a maximal forest Y of X and an edge e of X not in Y, the subgraph
 4Y j e contains a unique cycle C, the fundamental cycle of e with respect to
Ž .Y. Let a g e be one of the arcs in e, let v g V be such that s a s 1,v
Ž . Ž .and coordinatize F X, B by v. There is a unique flow b g F C, B :? 1
Ž . Ž .F X, B such that b X s 1, and it is independent of the choice of1 e
Ž Ž . .v g V subject to s a s 1 . This is the basic flow of a with respect to Y.v
It is convenient to standardize some notation that will be used repeat-
edly in what follows:
Ž . Ž .) Coordinatize F X, B by some v g V, and fix a maximal forest?
Ž . Ž .Y contained in X. Let E [ E X _ E Y , and for each c g E let b bec
Ž . ² j:the basic flow of v c with respect to Y. For j: E “ N define b [
Ł b ² jŽc.:.cg E c
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Ž . Ž .)) Continuing from ) , fix an e g E that is not a loop. Then the
image of Y in X contains a unique cycle C , and this is the image in Xe e e
 4of the unique cycle C in Y j e . We may choose v g V so that for every
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..vertex ¤ g V C there is a unique edge c g E C such that ¤ s t v e .
Ž Ž .Changing the orientation on a subset of E Y does not affect any of the
 4 . Ž .basic flows b : c g E . Let z [ E C , and let e9 be any edge in z . Thenc e
 4 X Ž . Ž .Y 9 [ Y _ e9 is a maximal forest in X . Let E [ E X _ E Y 9 , and fore e
Ž .each c g E 9 let a be the basic flow of v c with respect to Y 9. Let p :c
?Ž . ?Ž .Ž .K X “ K X y1 be the map constructed from C in the proof ofe
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Theorem 1.3 b , and let p *: F X , B y1 “ F X, B be the map in-? e ?
duced from p by duality.
We require one more lemma for the proofs of the main results of this
Ž ?Ž . . Ž ?Ž . .section. For e g E define p : Hom F X , B “ Hom F X , B bye e
Ž .ŽŽ . . Ž . Ž ?Ž . . Ž .putting p u X [ u X for all u g Hom F X , B and s g P X .e e s s e
LEMMA 4.3. Let X be a graph, let e g E, and let B be a commutati¤e ring.
Ž .a The map p is a B-algebra homomorphism.e
Ž . Ž Ž Ž ... Ž Ž ..b For any v g V, we ha¤e p l F X, B : l F X , B .e v ? v ? e
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4c With the notation )) , p b s a , and if c g E _ e , thene e e9
Ž . Ž .  4p b s a q s a , in which s [ b X g y1, 0, 1 .e c c c e9 c c e9
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž ² j:. ² jqd e:d With the notation )) , p *( p b s b for all j: E “ N,e
Ž . w xin which d : E “ N is defined by d c [ tv c s e for all c g E.e e
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Parts a and b are straightforward. For part c , if c g E , then
Ž .let C c be the fundamental cycle of c with respect to Y, and if c g E 9,
Ž .then let C9 c be the fundamental cycle of c with respect to Y 9. Then
Ž . Ž . X  4 Ž Ž ..C9 e9 s C as defined in )) , and for c g E _ e9 , if e9 f E C c ,e
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .then C9 c s C c , and if e9 g E C c , then C9 c has edge-set the
Ž Ž .. Ž .symmetric difference of E C c and E C . Furthermore, for c, g g E ,e
Ž . Ž . Ž .b X s 0 if g is not an edge of C c , and otherwise b X s "1,c g c g
Ž . Ž .according to whether v c and v g are directed in the same or in
Ž . Ž . Ž .opposite directions around C c . From this part c follows. For part d ,
Ž .notice for j: E “ N and s g P X that
s
² j:b X s b X ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ł Ýs c g
cgEŽ Ž . . Ž .t c : cgE ggt c
Ž Ž . .in which the sum is over the set of all E-indexed partitions t c : c g E
Ž . Ž .of s into disjoint subsets such that at c s j c for all c g E. Now for all
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Ž .j: E “ N and s g P X ,
p *( p b ² j: X s p b ² j: p XŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .e s e s
p b ² j: X if e g s ,Ž .Ž . Ž . 4s_ ee e
s ² j:½ Ý p b X if e f s ,Ž .Ž . Ž . 4s_ ccg s l z e e
b ² j: X if e g s ,Ž .s _e4
s ² j:½ Ý b X if e f s ,Ž .cg s l z s _c4
b ² jqd e: X if e g s ,Ž .ss ² jqd :½ eb X if e f s .Ž .s
Ž .The last equality in the case e f s follows from 4.1 and the fact that
² j: ² jqd :eŽ .Ž .b s Ý j . Hence p *( p b s b for all j: E “ N.e cg z c e
THEOREM 4.4. Let X be a graph, let B be a commutati¤e ring, and adopt
Ž .the notation ) .
Ž .  ² j: 4 Ž .a Then b : j: E “ N spans F X, B as a B-module.?
Ž .b If e g E is not a loop, then p is surjecti¤e.e
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. We prove a and b together by induction on aE X . As basis
of induction we have the case that X is a forest; then Y s X and E s B
Ž .  4and F X, B s B is spanned by 1 as a B-module, conforming to the?
statement to be proved. For the induction step, let e g E , so e is not a
cut-edge of X. If e is a loop, then the dual of Theorem 1.2 implies that
v 4F X , B s F X _ e , B m F 0, B , 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .? ? B ?
and the induction argument is easy. In the remaining case, adopt the
Ž . Ž .notation )) . Dualizing 3.1 , we see that
hUi# X , e6 6 40 “ F X _ e , B F X , B F X , B y1 “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .? ? ? e
is exact, and the map p * shows that the sequence is split. Thus, any
Ž . Ž . Ž .w g F X, B can be written in the form w s i# w0 q p * w9 with?
Ž  4 . Ž .Ž . Ž  4 .w0 g F X _ e , B and w9 g F X , B y1 . By induction, F X _ e , B? ? e ?
 ² j:  4 4 Ž .  4is spanned by b : j: E _ e “ N . Since i# b s b for all c g E _ ec c
Ž .and i# is a B-algebra homomorphism, the term i# w0 is of the required
form.
Ž .To understand the term p * w9 , the induction hypothesis implies that
 ²h: 4 Ž . Ž .a : h: E 9 “ N spans F X , B as a B-module. From Lemma 4.3 c it? e
²h: Ž ²h:.  4follows for all h g N that a s p b , and if c g E 9 _ e9 , thene9 e e
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²h: ŽŽ .²h:. Ž h ²hyj: Ž . j ² j:. ² i: ² j:a s p b y s b s p Ý b ? ys b . Since b ? bc e c c e e js0 c c e e e
i q j ² iqj: ²h:Ž .s b , it follows for all h: E 9 “ N that a is in the span over Bej
Ž ² j:. Ž .of the elements p b for j: E “ N. This proves b , and so there is ae
Ž .finite expression,
w9 s b j p b² j:Ž . Ž .Ý e
j: E“N
Ž . Ž .with coefficients b j in B. Therefore, from Lemma 4.3 d we conclude
that
p * w9 s b j b² jqd e: ,Ž . Ž .Ý
j: E“N
Ž .completing the induction step, and the proof of a .
For example, applying Theorem 4.4 to the n-vertex cycle C and B s Z,n
we see that
F C , Z s span 1, b , b ²2: , . . . , b ²n: , 4Ž .? n Z
in which b is the basic flow with respect to some arc and maximal tree in
Ž Ž . Ž ..C since np b s n, by Lemma 4.1 c . This is isomorphic to the quotientn
w x w j x Žof the di¤ided power algebra Z x [ Z x rj!: j g N a non-Noetherian!
w x. Ž j . ² j: jsubring of Q x by the ideal x rj!: j ) n . The notation x [ x rj! for
j g N will be convenient. Notice that drdx and H dx are endomorphisms of
w xZ x that are surjective and injective, respectively.!
COROLLARY 4.5. Let X be a graph, let B be a commutati¤e Q-algebra,
Ž .  4 Ž .and adopt the notation ) . Then b : c g E generates F X, B as ac ?
B-algebra.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.4, since b ² j: s b jrj!e c
for all c g E and j g N.
COROLLARY 4.6. Let X be a graph with n ¤ertices, m edges, k connected
Ž . mcomponents, and l cut-edges, and let D t s d q d t q ??? qd t . ThenX 0 1 m
d s 1, d s m y n q k, d s 1, d / 0 if and only if 0 F j F m y l ,0 1 myl j
Ž . Ž .and with the notation of 0.2 , if 1 F j F m y l y 1, then d F c d .jq1 j j
Ž .Proof. Adopt the notation ) with B s Q. We have d sj
Ž .dim F X, Q for all 0 F j F m. The equality d s 1 is clear, sinceQ j 0
Ž .  4F X, Q s Q. From Theorem 4.4, the basic flows b : c g E span0 c
Ž . Ž . Ž .F X, Q , and since b X s d g for all c, g g E , these flows are1 c g c
linearly independent. Hence d s aE s m y n q k, as is well known.1
v vŽ . Ž .Since F } , Q s Q, Theorem 1.2 dualized allows us to reduce to the?
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case that X is connected and has no cut-edges, and implies in general that
mŽ .d s 0 for m y l - j F m. When X has no cut-edges, F X is spannedj
vŽ .by X , and for any s g P X the graph X is isomorphic with 0 ;E my1 s
Ž . Ž . mŽ .thus, for the unique ¤ g V X we have R X , ¤ s 0. Hence N X ss v s
mŽ . Ž0, and it follows that K X , Z, and so d s 1 in case X has nom
. Ž . Ž .cut-edges . Since F X, Q generates F X, Q as a Q-algebra, d / 0 for1 ? j
Ž .all 0 F j F m y l , and the inequalities d F c d follow fromjq1 j j
Ž w x.Macaulay's Theorem see Theorems II.2.2 and II.2.3 of Stanley 18 .
COROLLARY 4.7. Let X be a graph with m edges and l cut-edges, and let
Ž . my l Ž .D t [ d q d t q ??? qd t . Adopt the notation ) with B s Q,X 0 1 myl
Ž . Ž .and let r c [ asupp b for all c g E. Then, for 0 F j F m y l ,c
w j x 2 r Žc.d F t 1 q t q t q ??? qt .Ž .Łj
cgE
Ž . 1q r Žc.  jProof. For c g E , Lemma 4.1 c shows that b s 0, and so b :c
Ž . Ž . 4 Ž .0 F j c F r c for all c g E spans F X, Q over Q. If these monomials?
are linearly independent, then the Poincare polynomial on the right side ofÂ
the inequality is attained; in any case, the dimensions d are boundedj
above as described.
In fact, a common generalization of Corollaries 4.6 and 4.7 can be
w xobtained by applying the Clements]Lindstrom Theorem 8 , but we willÈ
not explicitly state the resulting inequalities here.
Ž .Next, for a commutative ring B, we present the algebra F X, B?
Ž .explicitly as a quotient of a multivariate divided power algebra. Adopt the
Ž .notation ) ; let
w x w xZ x [ Z x ,m! ! e
cgE
 4in which x [ x : c g E are indeterminates algebraically independentc
w x w x ² j:over Q, and let B x [ B m Z x . For j: E “ N we use the notation x!
² jŽc.: w xfor Ł x ; these elements form a basis for B x as a free B-module.cg E c !
Ž . w xFor a homogeneous linear polynomial P x s Ý b x g B x and anycg E c c !
² r:Ž .r g N, we define P x by
P ² r: x [ b jŽc.x² jŽc.: ,Ž . Ý Ý c c
j cgE
Ž .with the sum over all j: E “ N such that Ý j c s r ; when B is acg E
Q-algebra, this is consistent with the multinomial theorem expansion of
Ž . r w x Ž .P x rr!. Define a B-linear homomorphism f : B x “ F X, B by putting! ?
Ž ² j:. ² j:f x [ b for all j: E “ N; by Theorem 4.4, f is surjective. It is not
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difficult to verify that f is in fact a ring homomorphism. Consider any
Ž . Ž .u g F X, B , and let r G asupp u . The linear polynomial1
P x [ u X xŽ . Ž .Ýu c c
cgE
²1qr:Ž . Ž .is such that P x is in the kernel of f, as follows from 4.2 and theu
Ž . Ž .fact that u s Ý u X b . Let C be the subset of F X, B consistingcg E c c 1
Ž .of those flows u such that supp u is a cycle and for each c g E,
Ž .  4 w xu X g y1, 0, 1 . Define an ideal in B x byc !
I X , Y , v [ P ²1qr: x : u g C and r G asupp u .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .u
THEOREM 4.8. Let X be a graph, let B be a commutati¤e ring, and adopt
Ž .the notation ) . Then
w xB x!
F X , B , .Ž .? I X , Y , vŽ .
Ž .Proof. We proceed by induction on aE X , using as a basis the case
that X is a forest, in which case the claim is trivial. For the induction step,
Ž .let e g E. If e is a loop of X, then 4.3 holds and the induction step is
Ž .easy. Otherwise, adopt the notation )) . Since e is not a cut-edge of X,
we have a commutative diagram:
hÄıÄ6 6 6 6w  4x w x w xŽ .0 B x : c g E _ e B x B y y1 0! c ! !
6 6 6
f0 f f 9
i# h*6 6 6 6Ž  4 . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 F X _ e , B F X, B F X , B y1 0? ? ? e
Žwith exact rows, in which the bottom row is split by p * and h* is an
U .abbreviation for h . The map f0 is just the restriction of f, andX , e
Ž .f9 y [ a for all c g E 9. The map i is the natural inclusion, and toÄc c
w x w xdescribe h we first define a B-algebra isomorphism p: B x “ B y byÄ Ä ! !
y² j: if c s e,
² j:p x [ÄŽ .c ² :j½  4y q s y if c g E _ e ,Ž .c c e9
Ž . Ž .for all c g E and j g N; here, as in Lemma 4.3 c , s [ b X . Now,c c e9
with h [ p(›r› x it is clear that the top row is exact. We also define p :Ä Ä Äe
w xŽ . w x Ž Ž .. y1Ž Ž .. Ž . w xB y y1 “ B x by putting p P y [ Hp P y dx for all P y g B y .Ä Ä! ! e !
Ž .Ž Ž .. Ž .From the definitions it is clear that p ( p P x s HP x dx for everyÄ Ä e
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Ž . w xP x g B x . It is also clear that h(p s 1, and so the top row of theÄ Ä!
diagram is also split. It remains to check the commutativity of the diagram,
which we do in the following three claims.
Claim 1. f9( p s p (f. Since these maps are B-algebra homomor-Ä e
phisms, the following verification suffices. For each c g E and j g N,
Ž .using Lemma 4.3 c , we have
a ² j: if c s e9,e9² j: ² j:p (f x s p b sŽ . Ž . Ž .e c e c ² :j½ a q s a if c / e9,Ž .c c e9
¡ ² j:f9 y if c s e9,Ž .e9~s ² :j¢f9 y q s y if c / e9,Ž .ž /c c e9
s f9( p x² j: .Ž .Ä Ž .c
Ž . w xClaim 2. f (p s p *(f9. Consider any Q y g B y . Since p is surjec-Ä Ä!
Ž . w x Ž Ž .. Ž .tive, there is an S x g B x such that p S x s Q y . Since the maps areÄ!
Ž .Ž ² j:. Ž .Ž ² j:.B-linear, it suffices to verify that f (p ( p x s p *(f9( p x forÄ Ä Ä
all j: E “ N. Now
f (p ( p x ² j: s f x ² j:dx s b² jqd e:Ž .Ž .Ä Ä H ež /
and
p *(f9( p x ² j: s p *( p (f x ² j:Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä e
s p *( p b² j: s b² jqd e: ,Ž . Ž .e
Ž .using Claim 1 and Lemma 4.3 d .
Claim 3. f9(h s h*(f. Since the maps are B-linear, it suffices toÄ
verify the identity applied to each x ² j:, for j: E “ N, so fix any such j. First
notice that
› x ² j:
² j: ² j:p (h x s dx s tv j e ) 0 x .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Ä H ež /› xe
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Ž .Ž . Ž ² j:.Now, since h*(p * s 1 on F X , B y1 , and since h* b s 0 if? e
Ž . Ž .j e s 0, we calculate using Claim 2 that
f9(h x ² j: s h*(p *(f9(h x ² j:Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä
s h*(f (p (h x ² j:Ž .Ž .Ä Ä
² j:s h*(f tv j e ) 0 xŽ . Ž .Ž .
s h*(f x ² j: ,Ž . Ž .
verifying Claim 3.
Since f ( i s i#(f0 is clear, we see that the diagram is commutative,Ä
and since f0 is surjective, it follows from the kernel]cokernel exact
sequence and the induction hypothesis that
 4ker f s i I X _ e , Y , v [ p I X , Y 9, v y1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ä Ä e
Ž . Ž .It is clear the definition that I X, Y, v : ker f . For the converse, let
Ž . Ž .Q x be an arbitrary element of ker f . From the above, we may write
Q x s i Q0 x q p Q9 yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ä Ä
Ž . Ž  4 . Ž . Ž .Ž .with Q0 x g I X _ e , Y, v and Q9 y g I X , Y 9, v y1 . The first terme
Ž  4 . Ž .is easily dealt with, since i includes I X _ e , Y, v into I X, Y, v . ForÄ
Ž .the second term, Q9 y may be written as a B-linear combination of
² j: ²1qr:Ž . Ž .elements of the form y P y with j: E 9 “ N, u 9 g C X , andu 9 e
Ž .r G asupp u 9 , so it suffices to consider just one term of this form. Since
Ž . Ž .p is surjective, there is some u g F X, B such that p u s u 9. In fact,e 1 e
Ž . ŽŽ . . Ž .  4 Ž .since u X s u 9 X for all c g E X _ e , and then u X is deter-c e c e
mined by the condition that u is a B-flow in X, this u is unique.
Ž . Ž .Moreover, it follows that since u 9 g C X , we have u g C X , thate
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .asupp u 9 F asupp u F asupp u 9 q 1, and that p P x s P y . NowÄ u u 9
Ž . y1Ž ² j:. Ž . Ž . Ž .let L x [ p y . If u X s 0, then asupp u s asupp u 9 andÄ e
p y ² j:P ²1qr: y s p ( p L x P ²1qr: xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž .u 9 u
s L x P ²1qr: x dxŽ . Ž .H u e
s P ²1qr: x L x dx g I X , Y , v ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Hu e
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w x Ž .  4 Ž .since B x is closed under H dx . If u X s b g y1, 1 , then asupp u s! e e
Ž .asupp u 9 q 1, and using integration by parts repeatedly, we find that
p y ² j:P ²1qr: y s p ( p L x P ²1qr: x s L x P ²1qr: x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Hu 9 u u e
› L xŽ .
²2qr: y1 ²2qr: y1s L x P x b y P x b dxŽ . Ž . Ž .Hu u ež /› xe
› L xŽ .
²2qr: y1 ²3qr: y2s L x P x b y P x bŽ . Ž . Ž .u už /› xe
› 2L xŽ .
²3qr: y2q P x b dxŽ .H u e2ž /› xe
g
² iqr:s ??? s M x P x ,Ž . Ž .Ý i u
is2
Ž . w x ² iqr:Ž . Ž .for finitely many polynomials M x g B x . Since P x is in I X, Y, vi ! u
for all i G 2, this suffices to complete the proof.
w x w xNotice that if B is a Q-algebra, then B x s B x , so that Theorem 4.8!
Ž .presents F X, B as a quotient of a polynomial algebra in this case. For?
Ž . w xexample, F K , Q is isomorphic to the quotient of Q x, y, z by the ideal? 4
5 5 5 44 4 4x , y , z , x q y , x q z , y q z , x q y q zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž Ž . 2 3 4and has Poincare polynomial D t s 1 q 3t q 6 t q 10 t q 11t qÂ K 45 6.6 t q t .
COROLLARY 4.9. Let X be a graph with n ¤ertices, m edges, l cut-edges,
Ž .k connected components, and with shortest cycle of length g, and let D t sX
d q d t q ??? qd t my l. Then for all 0 F j F g,0 1 myl
m y n q k q j y 1
d s .j ž /j
Ž . Ž .Proof. Adopt the notation ) with B s Q. The ideal I X, Y, v of
w xQ x is zero in the graded components of degree 0 F j F g, and so by
w xTheorem 4.8, d is the dimension of the jth graded component of Q x forj
all 0 F j F g, proving the result.
THEOREM 4.10. Let X be a graph with m edges and l cut-edges, and let B
Ž .be a commutati¤e ring. Coordinatize F X, B by some v g V. Let w g?
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Ž . Ž .F X, B be such that w X is a non-zero di¤isor in B for each non-cut-edge1 e
Ž . Ž .e of X. For any integer 0 F j F m y l r2, if char B is zero or coprime to
m y l y j y i
for all 0 F i F j,ž /j y i
Ž . Ž .then the homomorphism F X, B “ F X, B defined by u ‹ u ?j mylyj
w ²myly2 j: is injecti¤e.
Ž .Proof. Because of the dual of Theorem 1.2 and the fact that
v vŽ .F } , B s B, it suffices to consider the case of a graph X with no?
cut-edges. Consider an integer 0 F j F mr2. Let M be the matrix with
Ž . Ž .rows indexed by P X and columns indexed by P X , with M [ 1my j j s , r
if r : s and M [ 0 otherwise. Let P be the matrix that represents thes , r
²my2 j: Ž jŽ . . Ž my jŽ . .homomorphism ?w : Hom F X , B “ Hom F X , B with re-
 Ž .4  Ž .4spect to the bases j : r g P X and j : s g P X . That is,r j s myj
Ž .P [ Ł w X if r : s , and P [ 0 otherwise. Let R be thes , r eg s _ r e s , r
Ž .diagonal matrix with entries R [ Ł w X , and let S be the diago-r, r eg r e
Ž .nal matrix with entries S [ Ł w X . One verifies that the matrixs , s eg s e
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .equation PR s SM holds, and hence det P det R s det S det M . By
Ž . Ž .the hypothesis on w, both det R and det S are non-zero divisors in B,
Ž . Ž .and hence det P is a non-zero divisor if and only if det M is. Thus, if
Ž . Ž . ²my2 j:det M is coprime to char B , then ?w is injective, and so its
Ž . w xrestriction to F X, B is also injective. From a theorem of Wilson 25 itj
follows that
m mj yŽ . Ž .i iy1m y j y i
det M s ,Ž . Ł ž /j y iis0
which suffices to complete the proof.
COROLLARY 4.11. Let X be a graph with m edges and l cut-edges, and let
Ž . my lD t s d q d t q ??? qd t . Then 1 s d F d F ??? F dX 0 1 myl 0 1 ?Žmyl .r2 @
Ž .and d F d for each 0 F j F m y l r2.j mylyj
Ž .Proof. Apply Theorem 4.10 with B s Q. With the notation ) , if
 4 d iE s e , . . . , e , then w [ Ý 3b is a Z-flow in X satisfying the hy-1 d is1 ei
pothesis of Theorem 4.10. The inequalities d F d are immediate.j mylyj
²my2 j: my2 j Ž .Since w s w r m y 2 j ! for all 0 F j F mr2, it follows that ?w :
Ž . Ž . Ž .F X, B “ F X, B is injective for all 0 F j F m y l r2, implyingj jq1
the remaining inequalities.
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5. INTEGER FLOWS AND THETA FUNCTIONS
Finally, we determine the determinant and theta function of the lattice
Ž .F X, Z of integer-valued flows on the graph X in terms of combinatorial1
Ž .data of X. Other results on this lattice including the determinant have
w xbeen obtained by Bacher, de la Harpe, and Nagnibeda 2 ; in particular, it
is interesting to compare their description of the facets of the Voronoi
Ž . Ž .polytope of F X, Z with the generators of the ideal I X, Y, v described1
in Section 4.
For a graph X, define a nondegenerate symmetric positive definite
² : Ž ?Ž . . bilinear form ? , ? on Hom F X , R by requiring that the basis j :s
Ž .4s g P X be orthonormal. That is,
² :w , u [ w X u XŽ . Ž .Ý s s
Ž .sgP X
Ž ?Ž . . Ž ?Ž . .for all w, u g Hom F X , R . This makes Hom F X , R into a Eu-
² :clidean space. Since ? , ? is invariant under the automorphisms C, it
Ž .induces a well-defined Euclidean form on F X, R , also denoted by?
² :? , ? .
LEMMA 5.1. Let X be a graph.
Ž . Ž ?Ž . .a For any nonempty affine subspace U of Hom F X , R , there is a
² :unique w g U with w, w minimum.
Ž . Žb If U is defined by equations with coefficients in Q relati¤e to the
 Ž .4. Ž . Ž ?Ž . .basis j : s g P X , then the w from part a is in Hom F X , Q .s
Ž . Ž . Ž .c Coordinatize F X, R by some v g V. Let s g P X contain no?
Ž . Ž .cut-edges of X. Then there is a unique w g F X, Q such that w X s 1,? s
² :and w, w is minimum subject to this condition.
Ž . Ž . Ž .d With notation as in c , if as s j, then w g F X, Q .j
Ž .Proof. Part a is the fact that an affine subspace U of a Euclidean
space contains a unique vector w that is closest to the origin; indeed, if U0
is the translate of U passing through 0 and U H is the orthogonal0
complement of U , then w is the unique vector in U H l U. If U is defined0 0
over Q, then so is U H , and it follows that w has rational coordinates,0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .proving b . Part c follows from a and b , since if s contains no
Ž Ž ..  Ž ?Ž . . Ž .cut-edges of X, then U [ l F X, Q l w g Hom F X , Q : w Xv ? s
4 Ž .s 1 is not empty, and part d is evident.
Consider an arc a such that a is not a cut-edge of X, coordinatize
Ž . Ž . vF X, R by some v g V such that s a s 1, and let x be the element? v a
Ž . Ž .of F X, Q guaranteed by Lemma 5.1 c, d . One checks that if « g V is1
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Ž . « v « y1Ž v.such that s a s 1, then x s x (c . It follows that x [ l x« a a v a v a
does not depend on the choice of v ; This is the characteristic flow of a in
X. It is easy to see that x s yx .a a
LEMMA 5.2. Let X be a graph, let a g A be such that e [ a is not a
cut-edge, and let x be the characteristic flow of a in X. Coordinatizea
Ž . Ž .F X, R by some v g V such that s a s 1.? v
Ž . Ž . ² : Ž .² :a For any w g F X, R , one has w, x s w X x , x .1 a e a a
Ž . Ž Ž ..b There is a ``potential function'' n : V “ Q such that n t a s 0,a a
 4 Ž . Ž Ž Ž ... Ž Ž Ž ...and for all c g E _ e , x X s n t v c y n o v c .a c a a
Ž . Ž . ² : Ž Ž ..c With n from part b , we ha¤e x , x s 1 q n o a .a a a a
Ž . Ž .Proof. For part a , first consider the case that w X s 0, and supposee
² :that w, x / 0. Replacing w by yw if necessary, we may assume thata
² :w, x ) 0. Let u [ x y «w, with « ) 0 small. Nowa a
² : ² : ² : 2² :u , u s x , x y 2« w , x q « w , w ,a a a
and as « “ 0, the last term is negligible. Thus, for some « ) 0, we have
² : ² : Ž . Ž .u , u - x , x , but since u g F X, R and u X s 1, this contradictsa a 1 e
² :the definition of x . Thus, w, x s 0, as claimed. For the general case ofa a
Ž . Ž . Ž .part a , consider any w g F X, R and let w9 [ w y w X x . Then1 e a
Ž . ² : ² : Ž .² :w9 X s 0, so w9, x s 0, so w, x s w X x , x , as claimed.e a a e a a
Ž . Ž .For part b , consider any ¤ g V, and let P [ a , . . . , a be a se-1 h
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .quence of arcs in A _ a, a such that o a s t a , t a s ¤ , and t a s1 h i
Ž . Ž ?Ž . .o a for all 1 F i F h y 1. Define c g Hom F X , Q by c [iq1 P P
h Ž . Ž . ² :Ý s a j , and let n ¤ [ c , x . To check that this is well defined,is1 v i a a P ai
Ž .  4 Ž .let Q [ b , . . . , b be another walk in X _ e from t a to ¤ , and define1 g
Ž . Ž .Ž .c as for c . Then c y c is in F X, Q and c y c X s 0, soQ P P Q 1 P Q e
² : ² : Ž . Ž Ž ..c , x s c , x from part a , as required. It is clear that n t a s 0.P a Q a a
 4  4 Ž .Now, for any edge c g E _ e , let P be a walk in X _ e from t a to
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .o v c , and let Q [ P, v c be the concatenation of P with v c .
Ž . ²Ž . : Ž Ž Ž ... Ž Ž Ž ...Then x X s c y c , x s n t v c y n o v c .a c Q P a a a
Ž . Ž .For part c , let C be any cycle in X containing e, and let u g F C, Q1
Ž . Ž . ² : ² : Ž .: F X, Q be such that u X s 1. Then u , x s x , x , by part a .1 e a a a
But since the support of u is the cycle C containing e, it is easy to see that
² : Ž Ž .. Ž .u , x s 1 q n o a , from part b .a a
Lemma 5.2 can be interpreted physically by imagining the graph X as an
electrical network in which each edge has unit resistance. When a unit
current is forced through the edge e in the direction of a, the principle of
least action ensures that the current flowing in each edge of X is given by
Ž .x . The electric potential at each vertex is given by yn . Part b is onea a
formulation of Kirchhoff's Second Law.
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Ž .For a graph X let ß X denote the number of maximal forests of X,
often called the complexity of X.
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let X be a graph, let a g A be such that e [ a is not a
Ž . Ž .cut-edge, and coordinatize F X, R by some v g V such that s a s 1.? v
² : Ž . Ž  4.Then x , x s ß X rß X _ e .a a
Ž .Proof. Let T X denote the set of maximal forests of X, and notice
Ž  4. Ž . Ž .that T X _ e ; T X , since e is not a cut-edge of X. Let QT X
Ž . Ž  4.denote the Q-vector space with basis T X . Define L: QT X _ e “
Ž . Ž  4.QT X as follows. For a given Y g T X _ e there is a unique directed
Ž . Ž . Ž .path P s b , . . . , b in Y from t a to o a . Define1 h
h
 4  4L Y [ Y q s b x X Y j e _ bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý v i a b ii
is1
Ž .and extend the definition Q-linearly . Now consider
L Y s c Z,Ž .Ý Ý Z
Ž  4. Ž .YgT X_ e ZgT X
Ž  4.for some coefficients c g Q. If Z g T X _ e , then clearly c s 1. OnZ Z
Ž . Ž . Ž .the other hand, if e g E Z , then c s Ý s b x X , in which the sumZ b v a b
Ž .  4is over all arcs b f e such that o b is in the component of Z _ e
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .containing t a , and t b is in the component of Z _ e containing o a .
Ž .By Lemma 1.1, and since x is a flow, it follows that c y x X s 0.a Z a e
Thus we have
L Y s Z.Ž .Ý Ý
Ž  4. Ž .YgT X_ e ZgT X
Ž .Now apply the linear functional on QT X defined by Z ‹ 1 for all
Ž . Ž  4. Ž .Z g T X . For Y g T X _ e with path P s b , . . . , b as above,1 h
Lemma 5.2 implies that
h
L Y ‹ 1 q s b x XŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý v i a b i
is1
h
s 1 q s b n t b y n o bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý v i a i a i
is1
² :s 1 q n o a s x , x .Ž .Ž .a a a
² : Ž  4. Ž .Therefore x , x ß X _ e s ß X , completing the proof.a a
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Ž . Ž ² :.An integral lattice in a Euclidean space W, ? , ? is a subgroup L of
Ž . ² :W, q such that span L s W, and ? , ? is integer-valued when re-R
w xstricted to L; Conway and Sloane 9 is the canonical reference. For an
Ž .ordered basis l , . . . , l of L, its Gram matrix is the d-by-d matrix G1 d
² : Ž . Ž .with entries G [ l , l . The determinant of L is det L [ det G ,i, j i j
Ž Ž .and does not depend on the choice of ordered basis. In fact, det L is the
square of the volume of the compact group WrL with respect to the
² : .metric induced from ? , ? . The theta function of L is
< p i²l , l: z ²l , l:q L z [ e s q ,Ž . Ý Ý
lgL lgL
in which q [ ep i z. We also need theta functions of translates of a lattice L
² :by a vector g such that g , l g Q for all l g L, which merely requires
Žthe use of rational exponents of q with a bounded denominator for any
. Ž .given g . It is convenient to express the theta function of F X, Z in1
terms of the series
< Žnqa .
2
c a z [ qŽ . Ý
ngZ
Ž Ž .which converge absolutely for a g R and z g C with Im z ) 0, uni-
.formly on any compact subset . In terms of the Jacobi theta functions,
< 2 ij nqp in
2 zq j z [ eŽ . Ý3
ngZ
Ž < . p ia 2 z Ž < . Žwe have c a z s e q pa z z . The Jacobi triple product formula see3
Ž . w x w x.Eq. 32 in Section 4.4 of 9 , or Theorem 2.8 of Andrews 1 yields
‘
2a 2 n 2 ny1q2 a 2 ny1y2 a<c a z s q 1 y q 1 q q 1 q q .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł
ns1
For a graph X and edge e g E, we define the index of e in X to be the
Ž .least positive integer r such that rx g F X, Z , in which x is thea 1 a
Žcharacteristic flow of a g e in X since x s yx , the choice of a g ea a
.does not matter .
Ž .THEOREM 5.4. Let X be a graph, and adopt the notation ) with B s Z.
 4  4Let E s e , . . . , e , and for 1 F i F d let X [ X _ e , . . . , e , and let1 d i 1 iy1
Ž .x be the characteristic flow of v e in X ; X.i i i
Ž .  4 Ž .a Then x , . . . , x are pairwise orthogonal in F X, Q .1 d 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .b The determinant of F X, Z is ß X .1
Ž .c For 1 F i F d let r be the index of e in X , and let w [ r x . Theni i i i i i
d
S [ g b : 0 F g - r , g g ZÝ i i i i i½ 5
is1
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Ž .is a system of representati¤es for the cosets of the subgroup G of F X, Z1
 4generated by w , . . . , w .1 d
Ž . ² : Ž .d For 1 F i F d let w [ w , w . The theta function of F X, Z isi i i 1
d ² :l, wi
<q F X , Z z s c w z .Ž .Ž . Ý Ł1 iž /wis1 ilgS
Ž . ŽŽ . .Proof. For 1 F h - i F d we have x g F X , Z and x X s 0,i 1 h i h eh
Ž . ² : Ž .so by Lemma 5.2 a , x , x s 0, proving part a .i h
Ž .For part b , let P be the m-by-d matrix in which the ith column is the
 Ž .4coordinate vector of x with respect to the basis j : e g P X ofi e 1
Ž 1Ž . .Hom F X , Q . Let Q be the m-by-d matrix in which the ith column is
the coordinate vector of b with respect to the same basis. By Theoremi
Ž . Ž . T4.4, b , . . . , b is an ordered basis for F X, Z , with Gram matrix Q Q.1 d 1
d Ž .For each 1 F i F d we have x s Ý x X b ; denoting by M thei hs1 i e hh
Ž .d-by-d matrix such that M [ x X , we have P s QM. By constructionh, i i eh
Ž .of x , . . . , x , M is lower triangular and M s 1 for all 1 F i F d.1 d i, i
Ž .Therefore, det M s 1, and hence
TT y1 T y1 Tdet F X , Z s det Q Q s det M P PM s det P P .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . ž /1
Ž . TBut part a shows that P P is diagonal, and by Proposition 5.3,
d ß XŽ .iTdet P P s s ß X ,Ž . Ž .Ł
ß XŽ .is1 iq1
Ž .in which we have defined X [ Y, so that ß X s 1.dq1 dq1
Ž . Ž . dFor part c , every u g F X, Z may be written as u s Ý f b for1 is1 i i
Ž Ž ..unique integers f , . . . , f in fact, f s u X . By the division algorithm,1 d i ei
we write f s h r q g with 0 F g - r , and consider u [ u y h w .1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
Inductively, for 2 F i F d we write f s h r q g with 0 F g - r , andi i i i i i
Ž .consider u [ u y h w . Since w X s 0 if h - i, it follows thatiq1 i i i i eh
u g S , the candidate set of representatives. Since u s h wdq1 1 1
q ??? qh w q u , this shows that every Z-flow in X is congruentd d dq1
modulo G to some flow in S . Conversely, assume that u , u 9 g S are
congruent modulo G, and suppose that u / u 9. Let i be the least index
Ž . Ž .such that u X / u 9 X . From the definition of S it follows thate ei i
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 y r F u y u 9 X F r y 1. But since u y u 9 X s 0 for all 0 Fi e i ei h
Ž .Ž .h - i and u y u 9 is assumed to be in G, it follows that u y u 9 X is aei
Ž . Ž .multiple of r . Therefore, u X s u 9 X , a contradiction. This provesi e ei i
Ž .part c .
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Ž . 2For part d , first notice that for a g Q and c g R such that c g Z, the
Ž < 2 .theta function of ca q cZ is c a c z . Second, for translates of lattices
l q L and l q L in orthogonal Euclidean spaces, the Pythagorean1 1 2 2
Theorem implies that
< < <q l [ l q L [ L z s q l q L z q l q L z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
Ž .Now, since the cosets of G partition F X, Z , we have1
< <q F X , Z z s q l q G z .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý1
lgS
 4Since w , . . . , w are pairwise orthogonal, for each l g S we have an1 d
orthogonal sum,
d ² :l, wi
l q G s q Z w ,[ iž /wis1 i
y1² :since w l, w w is the projection of l onto the line spanned by w .i i i i
From the above remarks it is clear that
d ² :l, wi
<q l q G z s c w z ,Ž . Ł iž /wis1 i
completing the proof.
Ž . w xTheorem 5.4 b follows from Theorems 2 and 3 of Biggs 4 , and appears
Ž . w xas Proposition 1 iii of Bacher, de la Harpe, and Nagnibeda 2 .
The two graphs depicted in Fig. 1 are nontri¤ially codichromatic: they
have identical Tutte polynomials but nonisomorphic graphic matroids.
Ž w x . Ž .This example is due to M. C. Gray; see Tutte 21 . Thus, F X , Z and? 1
FIG. 1. A pair of nontrivially codichromatic graphs.
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Ž .F X , Z are isomorphic as graded abelian groups. However, using the? 2
² :Euclidean forms ? , ? , these groups are not isometric. Indeed, an easy
Ž .case analysis shows that X on the left has 20 integer-valued flows of1
Ž Ž . < .squared-norm 7, whereas X has 22 such flows; therefore q F X , Z z2 1 1
Ž Ž . < ./ q F X , Z z .1 2
6. OPEN PROBLEMS
Ž .Problem 6.1. Can one identify a basis for F X, Q when j ) 1? Withj
the notation of Theorem 4.4 it would be especially interesting to find a set
 j 4J of functions j: E “ N such that the monomials b : j g J form a basis
Ž .for F X, Q that is closed under the relation of divisibility. One hint is?
Ž . Ž . Ž .that the dimension of F X, Q as a Q-vector space is D 1 s T 1, 2 ,? X X
which is the number of spanning subgraphs of X with the same number of
Ž Ž .connected components as X see, e.g., Proposition 6.2.11 iii of Brylawski
w x.and Oxley 7 . If such a basis can be used to obtain results analogous to
Ž .those in Section 5 for F X, Z with j ) 1, then so much the better.j
Ž . Ž .Problem 6.2. For i, j G 0 with i q j F m y l, F X, Z ? F X, Z gen-i j
Ž . Ž .erates a subgroup of F X, Z ; denote the quotient by T X . Corollaryiq j i, j
Ž . Ž .4.5 implies that T X m Q s 0, so T X is a finite abelian group. Cani, j i, j
Ž . Žone determine the structure of T X , or even just its order? For thei, j
i q jŽ . Ž . .n-cycle C we have T C , Zr Z for all i, j G 0 with i q j F n.n i, j n i
Ž .Can these groups be used to show that the ring structure of F X, Z?
distinguishes between pairs of nontrivially codichromatic graphs, as in the
example at the end of Section 5?
Problem 6.3. Circulation algebras of graphs have some formal similari-
ties to cohomology rings. Is there a contravariant functor X ‹ X from the
Ž .category of graphs to the category of topological spaces so that F X, Z is?
Ž .the singular cohomology ring of X ? Alternatively, can F X, Q be inter-?
preted as the rational Chow ring of some algebraic variety associated with
ŽX ? This possibility is suggested by analogy to the application of Fulton
w xand Sturmfels' presentation 12 of the Chow ring of a toric variety to the
w x .varieties associated with partial orders in 22 . It would even be interesting
just to identify an abstract differential graded algebra with cohomology
Ž .F X, Z .?
Problem 6.4. Let X and Y be two graphs with nonempty intersection.
Ž .Can one give an ``excision'' exact sequence or spectral sequence for
?Ž . ?Ž . ?Ž . ?Ž .computing K X j Y in terms of K X , K Y , and K X l Y ? A
solution to Problem 6.3 would provide a big hint for this.
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Problem 6.5. Quantum deformation of rational Chow rings of homoge-
Žneous spaces is a hot topic in algebraic geometry these days see, e.g.,
w x.Fulton and Pandharipande 11 . Even without a solution to Problem 6.3,
one could attempt to define a quantum deformation of a circulation
algebra purely combinatorially. Are there combinatorial analogues of
Gromov]Witten invariants in this context? If so, then what do they mean?
Ž .Problem 6.6. Can one describe the minimal free resolution of F X, Q?
in terms of the combinatorial structure of X ? In particular, is there a
reasonable formula for the dimension of the jth graded component of the
Ž .ith resolvent of F X, Q ? As a small first step, can one identify a minimal?
Ž .set of generators for the ideal I X, Y, v in Theorem 4.8?
Problem 6.7. Can one use circulation algebras to give a proof of the
Ž w x.nowhere-zero 5-flow conjecture see Seymour 17 ? This is rather unlikely,
as a detailed combinatorial argument seems inevitable, but here is a
Ž . Ž . ² :related question. Let w g F X, Z be such that supp w s E and w, w1
is minimum with respect to this condition. Can one give an upper bound
< Ž . < Žon w X independent of e and X ? We have tacitly coordinatizede
Ž . . < Ž . <F X, Z by some orientation. In particular, can one prove that w X -? e
5? This would imply the 5-flow conjecture.
Problem 6.8. How much of the theory of Kirchhoff groups and circula-
tion algebras can be extended from graphs to more general matroids? It
Ž .seems likely that it will all work for regular unimodular matroids, and
perhaps even for all orientable matroids. For a matroid represented over a
field, the rowspace of the representing matrix is a natural analogue of
1Ž .N X , but this depends on the representation. Can one find for a
representable matroid an analogue of the Kirchhoff group that does not
depend on a choice of representation? Can anything be said for nonrepre-
sentable matroids?
Problem 6.9. The previous problem brings to mind the matroid-theo-
retic duality between contraction and deletion. Contraction is ubiquitous
in the above theory, but deletion is used much less. Can one make use of
deletion to enrich this theory? One natural approach is to associate with a
Ž .  Ž . 4graph X not just F X, B , but the whole family F Y, B : Y : X as Y? ?
ranges over the spanning subgraphs of X. Because of the algebra homo-
morphisms induced by graph morphisms, this is a directed set of algebras
and behaves functorially. Does it have any interesting or useful structure?
Problem 6.10. Many specializations of the Tutte polynomial of a ma-
troid are conjectured to have a logarithmically concave sequence of
coefficients. Computations of hundreds of examples suggest that the
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Poincare polynomials of graphs also share this property. That is, for aÂ
Ž .2graph X with m edges and l cut-edges, can one prove that d X Gj
Ž . Ž .d X d X for all 1 F j F m y l y 1?jy1 jq1
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